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Sutlicient conditions for the existence of a solution to the BVP x” =f(t, X, x’), 
x(0) = Qux( 1). x’(0) = Q&(l) are obtained. Here Q,, Q, are nonsingular n x n 
matrices, with Q,, orthogonal. These extend results for the periodic case and are 
proved via a moditication of a degree-theoretic approach. c 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E” denote n-dimensional real Euclidean space and let I denote a 
compact interval of the real line which for convenience will be taken to be 
r=[O, I]. Let DcE*” and f:IxD -+ F be continuous. We consider the 
system 
x” = f( 1, x, x’) (1.1) 
along with the boundary conditions 
x(O) = al-4 11, x’(O) = QIx'(l), (1.2) 
where Q. and Q, are real nonsingular n x 12 matrices. If Q, = Q, = 
I= identity, then (1.2) reduces to the usual periodic case 
x(0)=x(l), x’(0) = x’( 1). (1.3) 
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For both the scalar and systems version, the literature on (1.1))(1.3) (or 
more general boundary conditions) is voluminous and we refer to 
[ 14, 7, S] and the references therein. There are a number of different 
approaches, based on upper and lower solutions, functional analytic 
techniques, or degree theory arguments. In this paper, we modify the 
technique of Bebernes and Schmitt [ 1 ] which, in turn, is based on a result 
of Krasnoselskii [S] and a variation of the Borsuk-Antipodensatz [S]. 
This involves a modified function approach and yields extensions of the 
results of Berbernes and Schmitt [l], Knobloch [4], Mawhin [7], and 
Schmitt [S]. In Section 2 we state and prove a slight extension of a result 
of [ 1 ] for first-order systems on which the main results of Section 3 are 
based. Some examples and applications of the theorems are given in 
Section 4. 
2 
Let Q c E”’ be a nonempty, bounded, open set and let G: Ix E” + E” be 
continuous. Consider the IVP 
Y’ = G(t, Y), Y(O) = Yo7 O<t<l, y,El=l (2.1) 
Let P be a nonsingular m x m matrix and let H: Ix E” + Em be con- 
tinuous and satisfy 
H(O, Y) = Y, WL y)=Py (2.2) 
and such that for each y, E aQ the function H(t, yo) is differentiable at t = 0 
with H,(O, y,) continuous for yog XJ. The following result extends 
Theorem 2.1 of [ 11. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that solutions o/(2.1 ) exist on [0, I ] for all 
y, E Q and that for any y, E &C? any solution y(t) of (2.1) satisfies 
y(t) + H(t> YO), o<t<1. (2.3) 
Let T: a -+ E” be defined by 
T(Y) = H,(O, Y) - (30, Y) (2.4) 
and assume T( yo) # 0 for y, E %2. Then there exists a solution of the BVP 
Y’ = G(t, Y), Y( 1) = PY(O) (2.5) 
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provided that the topological degree of T( yO) with respect to Q and 0 E E”‘, is 
not zero; that is, 
deg(T(y,),Q,O)#O. (2.6) 
(We refer to Lloyd [6] for a discussion of the topological degree.) 
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that (2.1) has a 
unique solution y(t) = y(t; yO). We define the vector field 
U(t, yo) = H(t, l’“) -At, ?)“I. (2.7) 
We need to show that CJ( 1, yO) has a zero in fi. By hypothesis, U(t, yO) # 0 
for 0 < t < 1 and y. E dSZ so that deg(( I/t) U(t, yO), Q, 0) is defined. Since 
(l/t) U(t, yO) and (l/s) U(.r, yO) are homotopic for 0 < s, t < 1, by virtue of 
the uniqueness of the solution of (2.1) and continuity, we conclude that 
deg(( l/t) U(t, yO), Sz, 0) = const. Since lim, +(, (l/t) U(t, yo) = H,(O, yO) - 
G(0, y,,) = T(yO), it follows that 
deg(U(l,~,,),R,O)=deg fU(t,yo),Q,O =deg(T(~o),&?,O)#O 
> 
and so U( I, yO) has at least one zero in 0. To prove the general case, one 
proceeds via an approximation argument. That is, G(t, y) is the uniform 
limit of a sequence of locally Lipschitz functions to which the preceding 
arguments may be applied [S]. For completeness, we include the following 
results [ 11. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a convex bounded open set in E”. The involution 
S of cXJ onto 852 determined by some z E Q is defined to be the mapping 
where S(y) is obtained by projecting y along the line joining y and Z. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Q he a convex bounded open set in E”‘, and let 
h: 0 + E” be continuous with h(y) # 0 for all y E a!Z?. Let S: &C2 + &? be the 
involution of aQ determined by z E 52. Then deg(h( y), Q, 0) # 0 provided h(y) 
and h(S( y)) do not have the same direction for all y E 3Q. That is, 
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3 
Before the statement of the first main result, we introduce 
PROPERTY P. Let Q, and Q, be nonsingular n x n matrices. The pair 
(QO, Q,) is said to have Property P in case for any x, y E E” with x. y < 0 
we have 
-~.(QoQ,‘Y)GO and x.(Q,+Q,‘,ydO. 
We may now state 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D={(t,x,x’): O<t<l, ilxll<R, x’EE”}, where 
R > 0 and let f: D -+ E” he continuous and satisfy 
(i) x.f+ 11x’/1*>,0 zfx.x’=O and llxll = R 
(ii) llf II C cp(llx’ll) on D, where j” s ds/cp(s) = +co and cp is a positive 
continuous function on [0, +c0), 
(iii) Ilf 11 d 2~4.~ .f + llx’(l*) + K on D, for some cc, K3 0. 
Assume further that Q, and Q, are nonsingular n x n matrices with QO 
orthogonal (i.e., Q, ’ = Qz= transpose of Q,) and that the pair (Q,, Q,) has 
Property P. Then the BVP ( 1.1) and (1.2) has a solution x = x(t) with 
lI?c(~)ll d R on [O, 11. 
Proof. As in [ 1 ] we modify the function f so that outside a bounded 
region the modification is bounded. We define 
F( t, x, x’) = 
i 
~Ax'Il)f(4 x2 -4 II4 d R 
~,(llxll) F(t, (Wlxll L x’)+ (I- ~A4 )Mxll, llxll > R. 
(3.1) 
Here 6,(s) is continuous on [0, +co) and 
i 
1, Obs<t 
6(s)= 0, s>t+l 
linear, t<s<t+1 
and A4 is the bound from the Nagumo condition depending on the function 
cp and the constants CC, K appearing in (i) and (ii) of the hypotheses. We 
note that the modification function F satisfies 
(i’) x.F+ llx’l)‘>O if x.x’=0 and llxll >R 
(ii’) IIFII d cpWll) on D 
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(iii’) /lFll < ~c((x. FS i/x’ll’) + K on D, and 
(iv’) x.F>O for IlxlI dR+ 1, t~1, x’EE”. 
For ~0, xb E E” we let y, = (x,, xb) and define 
(fQ;‘xo + (1 - t) xo)llxoll 
a( t, x0) = IItQ;‘xo+ (1 -f) xoll ’ 
0, 
and 
(fQ,‘xb+(l - t)x;)IlQ;‘xbII 
h( f, xb) = lltQ;‘xb+(l-t)x;ll ’ 
0, 
x,#O, O<t< 1, 
x,=0, O<t< 1, (3.2) 
xb # 0, 0 d t d 1, 
(3.3) 
XL = 0, 0 d t 6 1. 
Note that lla(t, x0)11 = (Ixo/I and Ilh(t, &)I/ = IlQ; ‘&II. Next let 
H(4 Yo) = WC -ql, &I = (44 -x0), b(4 .$)I) 
and define 
(3.4) 
UC YO) = WC Y,,) -AC L’o), O<t<l, (3.5) 
where y(z; yo) is the solution to 
y’ = G( t, y) = (x’, F( t, x, x’)), Y(O) = Yo = (-x0, -$I), (3.6) 
which is the first-order system equivalent to (1.1). We must show that 
(i) U(t, JJ~)#O for 0-cr-c 1, yO~dSZ, and 
(ii) deg(H,(O, yo) - 0, Y, , Q, 0) f 0, .Y~ E aQ. 
Here we set L2 = S, x S, with 
S, = {x E E”: llxll < R + 1 }, s,= {X’EE? //x’I/ <M+2}, (3.7) 
and CKL? = (as, x S,) u (S, x as,). 
Suppose first that U( t, , yo) = 0 for some 0 < t, < 1 and y. E %I. Then 
x(tl)=a(t,,xo), x’(t,)=b(t,,xb) and setting h(t)-ijlx(t)ll*, we have 
h(0) = $llx0112 = h(t,). Since yoe 852, suppose first that llxOll = R + 1 and 
llxfoll dM+2. Then h’(t)=x(t).x’(t), h”(t)=x(t).F(t, x(t), x’(t))+ 
llx’(t)l(*. By condition (i’), it follows that h’(O) d 0 must hold for if h’(0) > 0, 
then there will be a point t,, 0 < t, < t, with h(t,) > h(O) = h(t,), h’(t2) = 0, 
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and h”(t2) < 0. Similarly h’(t,) > 0. In fact, we must have h’(O) < 0 and 
h’( t i ) > 0 since h”(O) > 0 and /z”( t, ) < 0 because of condition (iv’). But 
by Property P, since h’(O) = x0. xb < 0, where 
K= Iboll IIQ,lxbll 
lIt,Q,‘x,+(l--t,)x,ll Ilt,Q;lxb+(l-t~)xbll’ 
This contradiction shows that we cannot have llxOll = R + 1 and 
llxbll < M + 2. (We note that we have tacitly assumed that xb # 0; if xb = 0, 
then b(t, 0) = 0 so h’(0) = A’(?,) = 0 and h”(O) > 0 by condition (iv’) 
which contradicts the maximum principle.) We suppose next that 
R < \lxOl[ < R + 1 and lixbil = M+ 2. Again, as in the first case, above, since 
h(O) =h(t,) and by condition (i’), we have h’(0) = x0’ xb<O so that 
h’(t,)<O by Property P. Hence h’(t,)=O, for if h’(t,)<O, then h(t)>h(t,) 
to the left of t,, so again we contradict the maximum principle. But then 
h”(t,) > 0 by condition (i’), which is a contradiction. Finally, suppose 
jlxOll 6 R and llxbll = M+ 2. Then h(O) = h(t,) so we must have Ijx(t)ll < R 
on [0, t, 1. By definition of F, we have x” = 0 in a right neighborhood of 0, 
say in [O, f21, t, 6 t,, as long as lix’(t)ll >M+ 1. But then x’(t)=xb in 
[0, r2] so that t,= t,, and /~“(t)=$M+2)~>0 on [0, t,]. Hence, h’(O)<0 
and so h’( t, ) > 0. But by Property P, h’(0) < 0 also implies h’(t,) < 0. This 
contradiction completes the proof that U(t, y,) # 0 for 0 < t < 1 and 
y, E JR. 
We next need to show that deg(H,(O, yO)- G(0, yO), Sz, 0) #0 for 
y0 E 852. A calculation shows that 
a,(O, x0) = lim 4c x0) - 40, x0) 
t 
=Q~,xo~(~o~Q,'xo)xo 
llxol12 ’ 
x,#O 
r-0 
and 
xb#O. 
Define $(yo) = H,(O, y,) - G(0, yo). To show that deg($(y,), Sz, 0) # 0 for 
y, E %2, it is sufficient to show that $(yo) # 0 for y, E XJ and that $(yo) 
and II/( - yo) do not have the same direction for all y, E JO. Let 7(x;) = 
jl Q;- ’ xbll/ljxbll for xb # 0 and let the matrices D, E be defined by 
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E= 
Q~,~wP;‘w 
llxbll 2 1 
Y(&)> xb#O, 
xb=O. 
Since G(0, y,) = (XL, F(0, x0, xb)), we have IC/(Y~) = Ii/(x,, 4 = 
(Dx, - xb, Exb - F(0, x0, xb)). Suppose first that y, E &Z! and $(y,) = 0. If 
.~~=(x,,xb) and IlxolI=R+l, llxbll<M+2, xb#O, then we have 
Dx,=xb and Ex~=F(O,x,,x~)=x,,/llx,ll. Hence 
(3.8) 
and taking the dot product of both sides of (3.8) with xb we conclude that 
xb. x0 = 0. Also, taking the dot product of both sides of (3.8) with x0 we 
conclude that y(xb)(x,. Q,-‘xb) = /Ixo/I. Further, Dx, = xb implies 
Q,,xopwxo) 
llxol12 
x0=x; (3.9) 
and taking the dot product of both sides of (3.9) with xb we obtain 
x;.Q,~x,=x,.Q oxb = llxbll 2. Hence xo’ (Qo + Q,‘, 4, = Ilxolll~(xb) + 
llxbll 2 > 0. But by Property P, x0. x6 = 0 implies x0. (Q, + Q; ’ ) xb d 0, so 
we have a contradiction. A similar analysis works also in the case 
llx&ll = M + 2 and R < llxoll < R + 1 since from the definition of F, we have 
WA x0, $4 = ~xolllxoll, k = (1 - d,d llxoll 1). If llxbll = M+ 2 and llxoll 6 R, 
then from the definition, F(0, x0, xb)=O so that if $(yo) =O, then Exb=O 
and Dx, = xb. Consequently, it follows that x0. xb = 0, x0. Q; ’ xb = 0, and 
xb. Q;lx, = Ilxbll’. But then x0’ (Q. + Q;‘) xb = ilxJl’> 0, contradicting 
Property P. Hence, we conclude that $(y,) # 0 for y, E K?. (We remark 
that we have implicitly assumed that x0 # 0 # xb in the above arguments. 
However, it is not difficult to give a special argument in these cases.) 
We claim next that $(yo) = (Dx, -xb, Exb- F(0, x0, xb)) and 
I)(-y,)=(--Dx,+xb, -Exb--F(0, -x0, -XL)) do not have the same 
direction for all y, = (x0, xb) E X?. We consider three cases: 
(i) If x0 =0 and y,= (x0, xb) E&L?, then llxbll= M+ 2 and clearly 
$(yO) and $( - yo) do not have the same direction, 
(ii) Ifxb=O, then /lx,ll=R+l andsincex.F>Oon Ilxll=R+l,it 
follows that $(y,) and tj( - y,) do not have the same direction. 
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(iii) If x,#O#xb and if Il/(y,) = @( - y,,) for some ;1> 0, 
y, = (x,, xb) E %I, then we have 
Dxo = x;, 
and 
Exb - F(0, x,,, x;) = -i(Ex; + F(0, -x,,, -xb)). (3.10) 
Now if IIxOJ( = R + 1, then from the definition of F, it follows from (3.10) 
that we have 
(1 +~)Exb=F(O,xo, -xl,-RF(0, -x0, -x;)=(l +Iz)x,,‘Jlx,~) (3.11) 
and hence we have 
(3.12) 
From the first relation in (3.10) we conclude that x0. XL = 0, by taking the 
dot product of both sides with x0. Hence by taking the dot product of both 
sides of (3.12) with x0, we have 
YCMXO Q;‘&) = IIXOII~ (3.13) 
Again, from the first relation in (3.10), we obtain, by taking the dot 
product of both sides with xb, that 
xb.Q, l~o=~o~QO~~= Ilx;ll’ (3.14) 
and hence x0. (Q. + Q; ‘) xb = lIxojl/~(xb) + Ilxbll’ > 0, contradicting 
Property P, since x0. xb = 0. A similar argument works in the case 
llxbll = M+ 2 and R< (IxOI( CR + 1 since in this region F(;(t, x0, xb) = 
kx,/llx,ll, for some 0 < k < 1. The last case to consider is jlxbll = M + 2 and 
/JxoJI GR. Then we have Exb = 0 and Dx, = xb. Again it follows that 
x,.xb==O. Further, we have x,.Q;‘xb=O and x~~Q~lxo=xo~Qox~= 
llxbll* > 0, so that x0. (Q; ’ + Qo) xb > 0, contradicting Property P. We con- 
clude therefore that deg(+(y,), Sz, 0) # 0 and hence the vector field 
U( 1, yo) = H( 1, y,) - v( 1, y,) has a zero in 0. That is, there exists y, E 0 
with y, = (x0, x&) and 
(41, -uo), Ml, xh))= b(l), x’(l)) (3.15) 
so that 
x(l) = Qo’xollxoll 
llQolxoll = QG'XO 
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(3.16) 
x,(l)= Q;'&ll&ll 
lIQ;‘xbll 
= Q,'x;. 
It remains to show that Ilx(t)ll < R so that x(t) is a solution of the original 
equation ( 1.1). Now the function h(t) = $11x(t) II * satisfies h(O) = h( 1) since 
llxOll = IIQ;‘xOll. Therefore, if llxOlj <R, then IIx(t)ll 6 R by the maximum 
principle. Suppose R < llxOll 6 R + 1. It follows by the maximum principle 
that we must have h’(O) 60 and h’( 1) 30. But h’(O)= x(0).x’(O) = 
x0-xb<O implies h’(l)=x(lj~x’(l)=Q~‘x,~Q~‘~~=x,~Q~Q~~x~~O 
by Property P and hence we must have h’( I ) = x( 1). x’( 1) = 0. But then by 
condition (i’), we have A”( 1) = x( 1) F( 1, x( 1 ), x’( 1)) + Ilx’( 1 )/I 2 > 0 and so 
h( 1) is a local minimum, violating the maximum principle. Therefore, 
llxOll 6 R and so I]x(t)ll 6 R, 0 6 t < 1, which completes the proof. 
The next result extends Theorem 3.3 of [ 1 ] to allow nonlinear boundary 
conditions. As usual, if x, y E E”, then x 6 y means -xi < y,, 1 6 i < n. For 
A,BEE”, we let [A,B]={ x E E”: A, <xi d B,}. Further, Y[A, B] will 
denote the set of all continuous functions Q: E” + E” which map [A, B] 
into itself and which leave each face invariant. That is, 
.YCA, Bl = {Q: [A, Bl + [A, 51, (Q(x, ,..., A I,..., xJ)i= A,, 
(Q(x, ,..., Bj ,..., x,,)), = B,, 1 < i6 n, Q continuous} 
We may now state 
THEOREM 3.2. Ler there exist A, 5, cp, $ E E” with A < 5, cp < 0 < $, and 
assume f is a continuous vector valued function on [0, 1 ] x [A, B] x [q, $1 
satisfying 
f,(f, x, ,..., x,- , , A;, xi+, ,..., x,, x; ,..., x:- , , 0, x:, , ,..., x;,) < 0 
<h(t, xl I..., x,p ,, B,, x,+, ,...I x,,, x; 1.1.) xp ,, 0, x;, ,,,,., x:,), 
(3.17) 
061~ 1, for all A,<xj<Bj,j#i, and all x’such that xj=O, 1 <i<n; 
fi(t3 X, -Y; )...) X:- 1, Cp,, Xi+ I)...3 -YI) 
and (3.18) 
are nonzero for all O<t< 1, A<x<B, and all cp,dxJ<$,,j#i, 1 <i<n. 
Let Q, = PO(x) E Y[A, B] and Q1 = Q,(Y) E .Y[q, $1 and assume further 
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that QI maps the half spaces x1 < 0 and xi > 0 into themselves, 1% i < n. 
Then there exists a solution of the BVP 
x” = f( t, x, x’), 41) = QoW))> x’(1) = Q,(x’(O)) (3.19) 
with A d x(t) < B on [O, 11. 
Proof. We modify the functionf as follows (cf. 
let 
i 
xi- Bi 
.fXt, x, x’) +-9 1+x; 
Cl]). For each 1 <i<n, 
Xl > Bi, 
WC x, x’) = ( f-it, 2, x’), A;dx;<B,, (3.20) 
x,---A; 
yifi(t, ,3, x’) +- 
1+x2’ 
x, < A,, 
where X = (.zZI ,..., X,,) is defined by 
xj>Bl, 
A,dXj<Bj, 
x, < Aj. 
Further, for each i, we let 
HT( t, x, X’), x: > *i, 
H;( t, x, x’) = H:( t, x, x’), cp;dx:6$i, (3.21) 
H,+(t, x, X’), xi< cp,, 
where X’ = (Xi, Xi,..., 2:) is given by 
We next define a(t, x0) and 6( t, xb) by 
46 xo) = (tQo(xo) + (1 - t) xoh O<t<l, 
b(f, 4,) = (tQo(xb) + (1 - t) 44, O<t<l, 
(3.22) 
and with y, = (x,, xb) 
44 Yo) = NC x07 43) = (44 x0), b(4 xb)), O<t<l. (3.23) 
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We shall apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to demonstrate the existence of a 
solution of the BVP (3.19). To do this we let Sz = int{ [A, B] x [q, $I} and 
define 
U(t, Yo) = MC Yo) -AC Yo), 
where y(t, y,) is a solution of the IVP 
(3.24) 
y’= G(f, YL I’(O) =yo> L’o = (x0, .a (3.25) 
equivalent to x” = H(t, x, x’), where H = (H, ,..., H,,) is defined in (3.20) 
and (3.21). Since H is bounded on [0, 1 ] x E” x E”, solutions to (3.25) will 
exist on [0, l] and, as in Theorem 3.1, we may suppose that (3.25) has a 
unique solution. We must show 
(i) U(t, y,)#O, O<r< 1, cock?, and 
(ii) deg(h,(O, yo) - WA yo), Q, 0) Z 0, y. E it&?. 
Suppose that U( t,, yo) = 0 for some 0 < to < 1, y. E 852 and to be specific, 
let us suppose that -x0 E a[A, B], x0 = (x0, ,..., .x0,?), with x0, = A, for some i, 
and A, 6 x0, 6 B,, ‘p, 6 &, < $,, for all j. Then we have 
-4fo) = 4t0, *yo) = ~oQo(Xo) + (1 - to) x0 
and (3.26) 
x’(t,) = h(t,, xb) = t,Q,(xb) + (1 - to) ,Yb. 
Therefore, Xi~fO~~fO~Q0~XO~~r+~1~fO~XO~~fOA~+~1~rO~A~~A~~xO~~ 
since Q. maps the face x, = Ai onto itself. If there exists s E (0, to) with 
X;(S) < Ai, X:(S) = 0, x,!‘(s) 3 0, then 
x:'(s) = H,(s, x(s), x'(s)) = H,*(s, x(s), x'(s)) 
x,(s) -A; 
=fi(s, -f(.T)> x’(s)) + 1 + (xi(s))* 
<o (3.27) 
by (3.17), a contradiction. Consequently, it follows that x:(O) 2 0 and 
x:( to) 6 0. Since x& = x:(O) and since Q, maps the half-space x1 > 0 into 
itself, we have from (3.26), x:(t,) = t,(Q,(~b))~+ (1 - to) xb, > 0 so that 
x:(t,) = 0 = xi(O). But then by (3.17) we have x’:(O) = H,(O, x(O), x'(0)) = 
fi(O, x,(O) ,..., Aj, xi+ i(O) ,..., x,(O), x’(0)) < 0, a contradiction. Suppose next 
that A <x0 < B and X~E a[~, $1. To be specific, suppose x&= (pi and 
U(t,, yo) = 0. As above, we have (3.26) holding for some 0 < to < 1 so that 
x:(t,) = ~~(Q,(xb))~+ (1 -to) x&= ‘pi= x;(O), since Q, maps the face xi= ‘pi 
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into itself. By (3.18) we have x’;.(O) =fi(O, x(O), x’(0)) # 0 and to be specific, 
suppose x’;(O) >O. Then xi(t) > cp, in a right neighborhood of 0 so there 
exists an interval (0, t,), t, <t,, such that x:(t)>cp, in (0, ti) and x:(O)= 
x:(ti) = (pi. But then there exists S, E (0, ti) with x,!‘(s,) =0 = 
Hi(s,, x(si), x’(s,)). If A <x(t)< B on (0, tl), then H;(t,x(t), x’(t))>0 on 
(0, ti) since fi(O, x(O), ‘(0)) > 0, a contradiction. Hence, there exists j, 
1 <j < n, such that x,(t) < A, or x,(t) > B, for all t in some subinterval of 
[0, t,]. But again this is impossible by the definition of H, (3.17), 
and (3.18). Iff,(O, x0, xb) < 0, a similar argument works. We therefore con- 
clude that U(t, yO) # 0, 0 < t < 1, y, E Sz. It remains to show that 
deg(h,(O, yO)- G(0, y,), 52,O) #O, y,~%2. If S denotes the involution of 
%2 determined by the point (+(A + B), $(cp + $)) E Q, it suffices to show 
that k( JJ,) and k( SyO) have different directions for all y, E 852, where 
4Yo) = h,(O, Yo) - wt Yo) 
= (Qo(xo) - xo - 4, Q,(d) - xb - W, xo, 4)). (3.28) 
An argument similar to that in the first part of the proof shows that 
k( yo) # 0 for y, E CY!Z. Now if xb # 0, then xbi # 0 for some i, and it follows 
that k(yo) and k(Sy,) have different directions for y, E XJ. In case xb = 0, 
then the last n components of k(y,) and k(Sy,) are -F(O, x0, xb) and 
-F(O, Sx,, Sxb) and if xoi= Ai say, then (Sx,), = Bj and so by (3.17) these 
will have different signs. The remainder of the argument proceeds as in [ 1 ] 
to conclude the existence of a solution of (3.19). This completes the proof. 
Remark. Although we shall not pursue such generalizations here, it is 
possible to extend slightly the previous theorem (to allow the inequalities 
6 in (3.17) and in A < B). We refer to [ 1] for a discussion of this. 
4 
In this section we wish to present some examples to illustrate the results 
of the previous section. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n = 2 and let 
e,=Q,=(-& --), -lT<cp<lI 
cos cp 
The it is easy to verify that (Q,, Qi) have Property P in case 
-n/2 < cp < n/2. Further, if f = (f, , f2) satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) of 
Theorem 3.1 then there is a solution x = x(t) = (xi(t), x2(t)) to the BVP 
(1.1) and (1.2) with ilx(t)ll < 1 on [0, 11. As an example, define 
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fI(XIT x2)= 1+2x, +x,+2x,x:, Odxf+x;6 1, 
.f2b,, X?) = 1 + Xl + 2x, -I- 2x:x,, Odxf+x;< 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let n 3 2, Q, = I (the identity) and let Q, = ;.I, where 
A > 0. Then the pair (Q,, Q,) clearly satisfies Property P so if f: D -+ E” 
satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1, then the BVP (1.1) 
and (1.2) has a solution x=x(t) with lIx(t)ll 6 R on [0, 11. 
EXAMPLE 3. To illustrate Theorem 3.2, let n = 2, A = (0, O), B = ( 1, 1 ), 
and Q,Jx,,x,)=(lx,I”‘, lxzlX2), where c(,,cc,>O. Let cp=(-1, -1) 
and +=(l, 1) and let Q,(x;,~;)=(Ix:I~‘sgn.u;, Ix;lfi’sgnx;), where 
PI, Bz > 0. Further we let a,(t), hi(t), c,(t), di(t), i = 1, 2 be nonnegative con- 
tinuous functions on [0, l] with O</?,(t)<$<a,(t), O<a,(t)<t<h,(t), 
cl(t) > i and d2(t) > f on [0, 1 ] and let yi, S,, i = l,..., 4, be positive. We 
definef=(.~,,f2)=(f~(t,x,,~~2,x;,x;),.f2(t,x,,x2,.~;,-~;)) by 
for 0 d x, , x2 d 1, -I < x’, , xi < 1, 0 6 t d 1. It is straightforward to verify 
that all of the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 hold so that there exists a 
solution ?c=x(t)=(x,(t),x,(t)) to the BVP (3.19) with Odx,(t), x2(t)< 1, 
-1 <x;(t), x;(t)< 1 on [0, 11. 
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